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Deuterium Lamb shift via quenching-radiation anisotroyy measurements
A. van Wijngaarden and G. W. F. Drake
Department of Physics, university of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9B3P4
(Received 10 November 1977)
The Lamb shift of a hydrogenic ion can be deduced from the anisotropy in the angular distribution of the.
2$1/2-1s, &, electric field quenching radiation. The accuracy of our previous. anisotropy measurement for
deuterium is improved to about + 150 ppm. The derived Lamb shift is (1059.36+0.16) MHz. The sources. of
error are carefully analyzed and the prospects for further improvements in the a&curacy are discussed, .
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to report further
progress in a program' to develop an alternative
method of measuring the 2s, &,-2P, &, Lamb shift in
hydrogen and hydrogenic ions. The method is
based on the observation' that when a hydrogenic
atom in the metastable 2s», state is quenched by
an electric field, the induced Lyman-n (Ly-n) rad-
iation intensity possesses an anisotropy in its an-
gular distribution which is (nearly) proportional to
the Lamb shift. The complete angular distribution
pattern need not be measured —only the ratio I~,/I,
of the intensities emitted par'allel and perpendic-
ular to the applied field direction. The corres-
ponding anisotropy R = (Ig I )/(I[[+Ig) is a maxi-
mum for these two directions.
We have demonstrated previously' that the aniso-
tropy for H and D can be measured to an accuracy
of a0.1%. In this paper, the accuracy for D is im-
proved by about an order of magnitude to +0.014%
(+140 ppm). We use D rather than H because time-
dependent effects resulting from hyperfine struc-
ture' are smaller.
There are several reasons why a measurement
of improved accuracy is of interest. First, the
method can be extended in a straightforward way
to the heavy hydrogenic ions. No other technique
(such as quench-rate measurements' ' or laser
resonance measurements' ') presently offers com-
parable accuracy in the range 3& Z ~ 10. It is
therefore important to verify that all phenomena
are thoroughly understood for an atom such as D,
where the Lamb shift is already accurately known
(+60 ppm). Lamb shift measurements in hydro-
genic ions have recently bebn reviewed by Kugel
and Murnick. " Second, the present measurement
provides a precise test of theories describing the
time-dependent interaction between atoms and ex-
ternal electric fields. Third, the prospects are
good that the accuracy can be improved still fur-
ther, making the anisotropy method competitive
with microwave resonance techniques" "for H, D,
and He'. The separated-oscillatory-fields mea-
surement of Lundeen and Pipkin" for 'H is accur-
ate to +20 ppm„other resonance. type rpeasure-.
ments are accurate to @60 ppm for H (Refs.t 11 and
12) and D (Refs. 11 and 13), and +90 ppm for He'
(Ref. 14).
The remainder of the paper is divided into the
following sections: The experimental apparatus
and. procedure is discussed in Sec..II, .followed by
a description of the theory used to, interpret the
results in Sec. III. The experimental results are
presented in Sec.. IV, together with. a careful an-
alysis of the measurement statistics. The statis-
tical analysis of our large number of data points is
an interesting study in itself. The systematic cor-
rections are discussed in Sec. V,- and the final re-
sults presented in Sec. VI. We discuss here also
the pr'oblems associated with further improvements
in the accuracy of such measurements.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
A. Description of the experiment
A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown
in Fig. 1. The experiment is basically the same as
the one described previously, ' but a number of
modifications have been made to improve the ac-
curacy. Briefly, a deuterium beam containing a
large fraction of metastable atoms is formed by
passing 6.36-KeV D' ions through a cell containing
Cs vapor. To reduce background noise, a small
electric field ( 6 V/cm) is applied between the pre-
quenching plates to remove charged particles from
the beam. The remaining beam is collimated and
then enters the quadrupole quenching field region.
Here, the iriduted photons emitted in two perpen-
dicular direction are counted simultaneously by
a double-counter system, , and the beam current is
recorded by a neutral-particle detector. Simult-
aneous counting is essential in a precision experi-
ment to avoid systematic errors due to beam fluc-
tuations.
In the present experi. ment, all the data are taken
at a single field strength of about 82 V/cm, rather
than using a range of field strengths and extrapo-
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lating to zero as. in- our previous work. Since ran-
dom fluctuations in the counting statistics are the
dominant source of error, this strategy gives the
greatest possible statistical accuracy while avoid-
ing the errors inherent in taking data at very low
field strengths (such as low counting rate, stray
fields, contact potentials, .etc.). The disadvantage
is that the field strength' along the beam axis
must be accurately known in order to calculate re-
liably the time-dependent anisotropy at finite field
str engths.
A new quadrupole system (see 'Fig. 1}was there-
fore pi eci.sion machined to' a tolerance of +0.005
mm in all critical dimensions. -The field- at the
beam axis iS'produce'd by connecting together the
rods in two near'est-I1eighbor pairs with the pairs
held at 6pposite potentials. The rods are enclosed
in a box'of square cross section held at ground po-
tential to provide a well-defined boundary condition
for -the field inside. The end plates with small en-
trance and 'exit apertures are 'also grounded. The
quaclrupole'rods 1.016 cm in' diameter and 10.7 cm
long' are'located on a circle of diameter 4.572 cm.
The outer box iS 9.65 cm on each side and 10.7 cm
long.
The ultraviolet photon 'detectors (Galileo Electro-
Optics model BXV62) have a quantum efficiency of
about 10'%%up for Ly-'n radiation.
I
B. Electric field calculation
The calculation of the electric field near the
beam axis is in principle straightforward, but
since the results must be accurate to +0.1/o or bet-
ter for our somewhat complicated- three-dimen-
sional geometry, the computational problems are
not trivial. &he methods used will therefore be de-
scribed in some detail. .
g A„pm"'~sin(2n+ 1)8, p & R
0 ~) . g2 2rf+ I
II A„— ' sin(2n+ 1)8, p&R,
~n
(2)
where R = (2a~ —b2}'~' (see Fig. 2) is the radius of
the circle of inversion symmetry; i.e., the pro-
blem is invariant under the transformation p-R'/
p. Each term of (2) individually satisfies (1). The
coefficients A„aredetermined by the bounda, ry
conditions in the first quadrant:
40[ p(8), 8]= V, 8, & 8 & 82
8@,(p, 8)
=0, O-8&8, and 8, &8- ,'m (4-).
n=B
where
8, = —,' sin '(1 —b'/a')
I82=. 2 n' —81
are the values of 8 for the two radial lines which
are tangent to the rod (see Fig. 2),
p(8) =M2 a cosP —(ba - 2a' sin'P)'
P= —,' m' —8
(6)
The problem is to solve the Laplace equation
v'e =0
for the electric potential 4, subject to the bound-
ary conditions that all surfaces are grounded except
for the quadrupole rods which are held at poten-
tials V and -V in nearest-neighbor pairs. The so-
lution is built up in three steps. The first step is
to solve the modified problem in which the length
of the cell and the cross-sectional size of the outer
box are assumed to be infinite. The effects of fin-
ite box width and length are then small correc-
tions, at least in the observation region near the
center of the cell. The exact solution to the above
modified problem can be expanded in the form
Neutral-Beam
Monitor S
I
0
-~ y
/
0 (2s) Prequenching Cs-CeIIPlates
l l
+
is the equation of the arc defining the rod surface
for 8, & 0& 6„and V is the constant potential on
the rod. Only the first quadrant need be consid-
ered since the symmetry conditions
40(p, 0) =0
a,nd
S 8C.(p, 8)
..k.
'
FIG. l. Schematic diagr'am of the apparatus. Not
shown is air outer grounded box of square croSs sectiori
in which the inner pair of slits is mounted. I„andIj
are the measured intensities when the, quenching rods
are held at potentials V(+) arid —V(-) are shown.
are automatically satisfied by (2).
To find the coefficients A„, the expansion (2) is
truncated after the first N terms, and the functional
J= c~J~+ c2J2p
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: FIG. 2. Cross-sectional
view 'of the first quadrant of
the quenching cell, drawn
approximately to 'scale with
a=1.6165 cm and b= 0.5080
.cm. The deuterium beam
passes through the origin
perpendicular to &he page.
The boundary conditions on
. .
. tQe electric, potential shown
along the horizontal and
vertical axes are imposed
by the symmetry of the
cell. "
where
82 2n+ Xg A„p(8)'"' ' sin(2n+ 1)8 —V —. d0,d~
(9)
axis lies along the beam axis and the z axis points
in the dominant field direction, then the electric
field components near the beam axis are
E,= — ' =- A, —3A, (x' —z')+ ~,8@0
0
2
(2n+ 1)A„R'"sin(2n+ 1)8 de
n= 8@ =
-6A,xs+ '' ~ .
ex
(12)
F/2 N 2
+ (2n+ 1)A„R2"'sin(2n+ 1)& dg, (10)
82 n=
is formed to measure the mean-square deviation
of the solution from the boundary conditions (3) and
(4). The angle n is the one shown in Fig. 2 and the
factor dn/d8 is included in (9) so that points on the
rod surface are weighted equally. The conditions
BJ
BA„=0, m=1, 2, .. . ,N
then determine X linear equations in N unknowns
which are solved for the A„.The arbitrary weight-
ing factors c, and c, in (8) can be adjusted to op-
timize the rate of convergence of the A„with in-
creasing ¹ For %=40, the first few A„'scon-
verge to the values
Ao = 0.91285V/a,
A, =0.193 63V/a',
A, = -0.039 83V/a',
for our geometry, with a= 1.6165 +0.0005 cm.
If we define a coordinate system such that the y
Since the beam radius is small compared to the di-
mensions of the quenching cell, the A, corrections
to the field turn out to be negligible.
The small corrections to A, due to the finite box
width and quenching-cell length are included by a
superposition of solutions. The second step there-
fore consists of solving the two-dimensional pro-
blem with the boundary condition Cy . 4p on the
walls of the enclosing box, and C, =O on the rods.
This is done by the well-known numerical technique
of subdividing the area with a square grid and de-
manding that the po'tential at each grid point be the
average of its neighbors. A relatively coarse 48
x 48 grid, together with the technique of "deferred
approach to the limit, ""is sufficient to determine
the correction
bA ' =(—0.03069+0.00003)V/a. (13)
The third step is to solve similarly the three-di-
mensional problem for the finite length correction.
Here the boundary conditions are C, =-(Co+I,) on
the grounded end plates, and 4, = 0 on the rods and
outer box. This yields the further correction
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2 sill('gy)
1+ sin)()iy) 'E.(y) = E'', ' qy ~ ~z)(
(15)
. with g=0.356 cm ' and
E, ~=AO+4AO~'+ EAO" -0.87952V/a.
C
(16)
In this exper)iment, V is fixed at 150.007. The
field strength at 'the center of the cell is then
E =81.613+0.05&/cm. The uncertainty comes
primarily from uncertainties in the dimensions of
the quenching cell —particularly the rod dia-
meters.
III. THEORY
We describe in this section the induced Ly-n
radiation which is emitted when a beam of meta-
stable D atoms enters an asymptotically constant
electric field with an initial fringin('g field extending
over a substantial distance. The experimental con-
ditions are such that field entry is nearly adia-
batic, but nonadiabatic corrections are significant.
We therefore integrate the full time-dependent
Schrodinger equation in the finite basis set of 24
states with n=2. These are the hyperfine states
2s, i, (E= —,', —,'), 2P», (E = —,', —,') and 2p, iz (E = ~, —,'),
each of which is (2E+ 1)- fold degenerate. All cal-
culations are done in the coupled (l, s,j,I, F,M~)
representation, except that the basis set is predia-
gonalized with respect to off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments of the hyperfine-structure interaction. This
weakly mixes the states 2P, i,(E=-,') and 2p, i,(E
= 2), and slightly alters the anisotropy. i'
The method of solution is basically the same as
that described previously. " Briefly, the time-de-
pendent Schro'dinger equation to be solved in the
finite basis set is
i —= U(t)a,. dadt
U(t) =E+E(t}V,
in atomic units, where. a is the 24-component col-
umn vector of time-dependent state. amplitudes,
E is the diagonal matrix of complex field-free
eigenvalues, V is the interaction matrix with the
external electric field, E(t) is the time-dependent,
fieM strength given by
E(t) =E.(~t), (18}
LA(2' = (-0.002 64 +0.000 01)V/a,
along with the field strength as a function of pos-
ition along the beam axis. The dependence on pos-
ition along the beam axis is well approximated Qy
the formula
() is the beam velocity (O.V80 x 10' cm/s), and
E,(y) is given by (15)'. The set of coupled e(luations
(17) is solved numerically by first transforming to
the representation of asymptotic field-perturbed
states defined by
b(t) =A ra(t), (19)
where A is the matrix such that A rLE+E(~)V]A is
diagonal with complex eigenvalues E~. A separate
solution must be found for the initial condition that
the atoms are in each of the six hyperfine 2s, i, (E
=-,', -', ) states at time t = 0. If these states are la-
beled by i=&, . . . , 6, then
+e &~ t~Qi
~,(t)= &
%„A„)bj"'(t), t) 0,
(20)
where b&")(t) is the solution corresponding to the
initial condition a~(0) = 6, , As E(t) approaches its
limiting value E(~), the coefficients bz" '(t) tend to
the limit functions
b (f )(t} b (()(~}e-E~f (21)
The numerical integration can therefore be stopped
when this limiting behavior is reached. The above
representation yields less rapidly oscillating so-
lutions in the fringing field region than the c&"(t}
representation used in Ref. 18. The two differ by
factors of e '~g'.
The iield-induced electric dipole transitions to the
ground-state. manifold (labeled by f= 1, . . . , 6, ) pro-
ceed via mixing between the 2s and 2P states. The
transition rate for a given polarization vector e is
proportional to the quantity
I(e, t) =Q ! (+,(t)!e r 4'q)! ', (22)
assuming that the incident beam is an incoherent
mixture of 2s, i, hyperfine states with equal statis-
tical weights. For our geom. etry with the beam
along the y axis and the electric field along the z
axis, the theoretical anisotropy uncorrected for
the finite solid angle of observation ia
I(e„,t) —I(e„t)
I("„,t) + 2I(n„t) I("„t) ' (23)
The calculated R(t) is plotted as a function of pos-
ition along the beam axis in Fig. 3. Although the
curve appears to be asymptotically flat, it is in
fact slowly increasing at the rate of 2.09&& i.0 '
'cm '. The observation region is as shown in the
figure. The position of the observation region is
such that the absolute intensity of the quenching
radiation is approximately a maximum as a func-
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0.15
R o&+-
to 0
0.130 I2 3
DISTANCE (cm)
FIG. 3. Calculated anis-
tropy as a function of posi-
tion along the beam 'axis.
The trapezium to the right
is the geometrical slit
function of the detector
system showing its location
along the beam axis.
tion of field strength at our working field of 81.613
V/cm. This reduces errors resulting from
changes in absolute intensity due to small vari-. .
ations in field strength either across the beam
diameter or as a function of time. Using the input
data in 'Table I, the theoretical value of R at the
middle of the observation region is 0.144245. We
also list in Table I the rate of change of R with re-
spect to each of the input parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
TABLE I. Input data (x) for the theoretical calculation
of the D(2s~/&) quenching anisotropy (R), and sensitivity
coefficients (s)
x' Value
E( s1/2) E(2P i/2)
E (2P 3/g) E(2P g/p)
+HFs
r(2P)
Field strength
Beam energy
Distance to observation
region
n (Eq. »)
1059.241 MHz
10972.02 MHz
40.923 MHz
6.265 x10 sec-'
81.613 V/cm
6.355 kV
5.33 cm
0.356 cm ~
0.95
—0.95
&0.0001
-0.0004
0.04
-0.0004
0.0008
0.0008
~The coefficient s is defined by 6R/R =styx/x, where
6R is the change in R induced by a change 6x in x.
"The hyperfine-structure energy shifts are given by
o-'Hvs I' (I' + 1)—2'()+ 1) —If+ 1)
"'&» n3 j(~+1)g+-,')
In all, 2038 individual measurements of R were
made, each containing on the average 1.355 x 10'
counts. The data. were collected in 24 separate
runs made on different days. Each measurement
consisted of eight counter readings —one for each
of the two counters at the four electric field direc-
tions obtained by rotating the potentials on the
quadrupole rods in steps of 90'. The eight readings
were combined into a single measurement as de-
scribed previously' so as to eliminate the relative
sensitivities of the two detector systems. The
background noise was defined to be the isotroPie
part of the residual signal measured under iden-
tical conditions except that most of the metastables
in the beam were prequenched before entering the
quenching- cell proper. W'ith our signal-to-noise
ratio of about 500:1, one noise measurement after
every five signal measurements was sufficient to
make the uncertainty due to noise counting statis-
tics a small correction. The noise corrections to
R were typically about 0.2%.
The mean and standard deviation of all the mea-
surements, weighted by the square root of the
number of counts in each measurement, are defined
by
R n~/~ n~/& (24)
(g (R( —(I('n,.) '&' (25)
=-'(n'("+n '~')[(1 —R')/n ]' ' (28)
where o. is the ratio of the sensitivities of the two-
counter systems. Using n = 0.622 and n~= 2.763
&& 10', the above formula yields o~= 0.0000194.
Although this differs by only 3% from the experi-
mental value, the chi-square test shows that the
difference is statistically significant at the 98%
confidence level. The difference is due to the sta-
tistical uncertainty in counting the noise. This ef-
fect introduces an addition@1 uncertainty of
where n& is the number of counts in the ith mea-
surement, n~ is the total number of counts, and N
is the number of measurements. The experimental
va, lues are
2=0.144087 9, 0 =0.0000199,
uncorrected for the finite solid angle of observation
and electronic dead time. The theoretically expec-
ted standard deviation arising from counting sta-
tj.sties alone is'
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FIG. 4. Histogram for
the distribution of the ex-
perirnental data about the
mean in units of the ex-
pected standard deviation
for each point. The solid
circles show the expected
bar heights for a Gaussian
distribution with the same
mean and unit half-width.
0 a A 4
where n„„,/nr is the noise-to-signal ratio and I'
is the number of signal measurements between
each noise measurement. Using E = 5 and n„„,/
nz 1/500, the to-—tal theoretical standard deviation
is
ot, t = ((r'„+o'„„,)'i' = 0.000 0199, (28)
si] =Seie2
with variance
(29)
in statistical agreement with the experimental
value. The standard deviation therefoi e shows no
detectable fluctuations in the experimental results
other than those arising from counting statistics.
This conclusion is further supported by Pig. 4,
which compares the histogram of the experimental
data distribution about the mean (iri units of the ex-
pected standard deviation for each point) with the
theoretically expected histogram for a Gaussian'
distribution. The chi-square test of the fit, with
the mean as the only adjustable parameter, yields
X'=48.2 for 49 degrees of freedom. Therefore,
one could expect worse agreement about half the
time.
One can also look for systematic variations in the
data by means of runs tests, A high (low) run is
defined to be a sequence af consecutive measure-
ments which all fall above (below) the mean. The
length of a run is simply the total number of ele-
ments contained in the sequence from beginning to
end. The number of runs of a given length is as-
ymptotically normally distributed. If n measure-
ments are drawn from a random population with
probability e, of falling above the mean and prob-
ability e, of falling below the mean (e, + e, = 1), then
the expected number of high runs of length i is as-
ymptotically"-
(r,', = n(e2|' 'e,'[(i+ 1)'e,e,
-i'e, —2e, ]+ efe', }. (30)
TABLE II. Comparison of observed numbers of low
and high runs with the expected numbers of, r'uns.
Run length Low runs High runs Expected number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
245
133
60
33
21
7
1
2
0
1
2
0
0
1
254
13,1
61
33
13
5,
7
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
255
127
64
32
16
8.0
4.0
2.0
1.0
0.5
0.25
0.12
0.06
0.03
+14
+10
7
5
4
2.7
+ 1.9
+ 1.4
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.35
0.25
0.18
Total 506 507 510 +11
The observed numbers of runs are compared with
the expected numbers in Table II assuming that the
measurements are drawn from a symmetric dis-
tribution so that e, = e, = 0.5. Of the 2038 individual
measur ements, 49.0% fell above the mean and 51.0%
fell below the mean. This is consistent with the
expected fraction for a symmetric distribution of
(50.0a 1.1)'%%up on each side. With the exception of
one unusually long low run, the results in Table II
are in reasonable agreement with the expected
numbers of runs. This appears to be a valuable
test for systematic. variations in long sequences of
repeated measurements.
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V. SYSTEMATIC CORRECTIONS-
The two systematic effects to be accounted for
are the finite solid angle of observation of the de-
tectors and the electronic dead time of the counting
system.
The solid-angle effect is obtained by integrating
the intensity as a function of direction over the
source, arid over the solid angle observed through
the slit system shown in Fig. 4 for each point in
the source. The intensity function is"
f(8)=A(1- cos'8)+A'(1+cos 8), (31)
whereA andA' are constants, and 8 is the angle
between the direction of observation and the elec-'
tric field direction. Equation (23) can then be re-
written
b
BEAM .' '. ::::-Jlf
FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the detector slit syste~
The dimensions are given in the text.
R= (A'-A)/(3A'+A) (32)
and the correction factor for the observed value
R, can be expanded as
values of v'= (3 a 1) x 10 ' sec and (n/T) = 5.4 x 10'
sec,', the fractional correction is 6R/R = (7.9a2.6)
x 10 '. The uncertainty' of 26 ppm is the largest
source of error other than counting statistics.
up to second. order in the corrections. Here, a, b,
n, and P areas shown in Fig. 5, @is the slit height,
arid 4 is the beam diameter. Corrections for the
off-axis field inhomogeneity due to the quadrupole
geometry do not enter until fourth order, and are
therefore negligibly small. Using the values
n = 0.3810+0.0012 cm,
P =0.4445+ 0.0012 cm,
y. = 0.5639 + 0.0012 cm
5 = 0.152 +0.012 cm,
a = 4.826 + 0.001 cm,
b = 10.922+0.001 cm,
the correction factor in (33) is 1.001107withanun-
certainty of +5 ppm. The dominant uncertainty is
in the determination of the beam diameter 5.
The electronic dead time was estimated by mea-
suring directly the duration of the pulses fed from
the preamplifiers into the rate-meter counting sys-
tem. Since the rest of the counting system was
substantially faster, this should give a reasonable
estimate. If the dead time is & and the count rate
is n/T, then to a first approximation the fractional
loss of counts due to dead-time effects is
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TABLE III. Sources of error in the measurement of g
due to uncertainties in various parameters.
Parameter 5R//R (ppm)
The final experimental value corrected for the
finite solid angle of observation and electronic
dead time is R =0.144259+0.000021 (one standard
deviation) in agreement with the theoretical value
0.144 245 calculated from the data shown in Table
I. The various sources of error which contribute
to the uncertainty of +143 ppm are summarized in
Table III. A number of other effects, such as
background magnetic fields, beam contamination
by hydrogen, and relativistic effects, were care-
fully considered and found to be negligible.
If one assumes that the other data in Table I are
correct, then the measured R value corresponds
to a Lamb shift of 1059.36+0.16 MHz (70% confid-
ence level). This value is compared with other ex-
perimental and theoretical determinations in Table
IV. Our value agrees with the measurement of Co-
sens, "but disagrees by two standard deviations
with the earlier measurement of Triebwasser et
al."
6n/n = ~n/T
and the fractional decrease in R is
6R/R = —' r(n/T)(1 —R ),
(34)
(35)
where (n/T) is the total count rate for both counters
averaged over a complete measurement. For our
Counting statistics
Dead-time correction
Electric field strength
Fringing field effects
Solid-angle correction
(Q 6R2)i/2/R
138
26
24
8
5
143
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TABLE IV. Comparison of theoretical and experiment-
al ~mb shifts (MHz) in deuterium.
Theory Experiment
1059.271 +0.025 ~
1059.241 +0.027 "
1059 24+ 0 06 c
1059.00 + 0.06
1059.36+0.16
~Erickson, Bef.. 22.
"Mohr, Ref. 23.
Cosens, Ref. 13.'
d Yriebwaeser, Bef.. 11.
' present work.
Although the present experiment is about a factor
of 2.7 less precise than the measurements of Treib-
wasser et al." and of Cosens, "further substan-
tial improvements should be possible. Of the sour-
ces of error listed in Table III, the dominant one
due to counting statistics can be reduced simply
by counting longer and/or faster. :The difficulty
with counting faster is that the dead-time correc-
tion, and its associated uncertainty, become lar-
ger. The dead time was estimated only rough-
ly in the present work (+80%), and a more accurate
determination (or faster electronics) will be nec-
essary if a higher-precision experiment is attemp-
ted. The estimated error arising from the electric
fieM calculation comes primarily from the +0.005
mm uncertainty in the diameters of the quadrupole
rods. More accurately machined rods are now
available, which. would reduce the uncertainty ig.
R from this source by about a factor of 2. An ex-
periment at the 20 ppm level of accuracy should,
therefore, be feasible.
For analogous experiments on heavier hydrogenic
ions, the A values. would lie much closer to the
zero field values at the field strengths one would
conveniently use, making the electric field deter-
mination and fringing field effects less important.
Also, the numerical integration of the time-depen-
dent Schrodinger equation becomes unriecessary-
one can safely assume adiabatic entry. Specific. -
ally, the ratio of the quench rate for a hydrogenic
ion of nuclear charge Z to the quench rate for, deu-
terium is approximately Z'(Ez/E~)'(SD/Sz)', where
Ez/E~ is. the ratio of electric field strengths in the
two cases and S~/Sz is the ratio of Lamb shifts.
Thu. s, the same' quench rate for deuterium obtained
at 80 V/cin in the present work would occur at
about 500 V/cm for He' and about 20 kV/cm for0", The latter value is still within the range of
field strengths that can'be conveniently pro'duced
in the laborator'y with the electr'ostatic quadrupole
geametry. On the other hand, the finite electric
field corrections to A arising from higher-ordei
perturbation effects decrease in proportion to I/Z'
along the isoelectronie sequence when the electric
field strength is adjusted as shown above to keep
the. quench rate constant,
The only major new problem one encounters for
the heavier hydrogenic systems is a false asym-
metry, which appears when electrons produced by
collisions with the background gas are accelerated
.by thy quenching field into the detectors. This ef-
fect can be suppressed by the application of a small
axial magnetic field to deflect the electron trajec-
tories. The quadrupole geometry is an advantage
in this regard because the off-axis electric field
inhomogeneity helps to magnify the deflection. .The
required magnetic field strength of about 100 6 for0'" at a quenching field of 20 kV/cm is sufficiently
small so as to make-the magnetic field correction
to the measurements negligible. Anisotropy mea-
surements on He' Md 0"are in progx ess.
Note added in Proof. It has recently been pointed
out ' ' that additional intensity asymmetries of
measurable size may be present for'the heavier
hydrogenic ions due to interference between in-
duced E1 and spontaneous M1 transitions to the
ground state. For unpolarized beams", 4 the asym-
metry is with respect to mirror reflections in the
plane perpendicular to the electric field'direction.
However, ' the effect averages to zero if both di-
rections are counted, and hence does not influence
the present results.
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